Deutsche Akademie für Energiemedizin und Bioenergetik e. V.
- Der Präsident -

July 23rd, 2018

to whom it may concern

Dear Sirs:

Recently I have been informed of an ongoing discussion on the practical application and validity of the
use of bio-feedback or quantum devices and related evaluation tools.
Hereby I want to state as a German medical doctor with great experience in this field, that the use of
such devices is common practice in so many medical offices, with therapists and institutions, that there is
no doubt about their medical value.
For decades, these devices have shown an enhancement in diagnostics and the search for medical causes
of conditions.
In Germany, there are transnational conventions in this field, or as part of acclaimed congresses.
The roots and pioneers have founded these approaches more than an hundred years ago, hence there is
ample tradition, experience and an ongoing technical progression and refinement.
Throughout the last centenary, generations of devices have been developed and used from different
sources and with different mechanisms, deriving from the United States, from England, Russia and
especially Germany, later the Netherlands, China and elsewhere. Early analogue machines evolved to
digital devices mainly within the 1990ies, nowadays the range of available systems has become
comfortably very numerous.
For more than a decade, I have presided the federally acclaimed German Academy for Energy Medicine
and Bioenergetics („Deutsche Akademie für Energiemedizin und Bioenergetik e.V.“,
http://www.daembe.de). The outstanding role of this academy lies also in its regular congresses,
featuring a week-long convention of opinion leaders and workshops on the most current developments.
Therefore, I can humbly state to have in-deep knowledge of trends and the practicality of the various
systems.
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To address a common mistake, these systems are not intended to compete or compare with laboratory
analysis. If blood or other samples are sent to a lab, a physical or biochemical evaluation is performed in
comparison to averaged values. In the case of bio-feedback or related systems, the approach differs: the
affinity or repulsion is indicated through resonance or dissonance, covering the entire body system and
not only a single compartment such as blood. This greatly improves the diagnostic findings by indicating
current needs or loads. For example, the level of a substance might be in the average median, yet due to
a recent operation the actual need for it is quadrupled. Bio-feedback is likely to show these needs in
spite of „normal“ lab results from a blood sample. This is only one example in very many.
It is always easy to question something, but rarely productive – often just simply choking scientific or
true development by imposing resentment. To quote the Nobel prize winner Max Planck (1858-1947),
one of the originators of quantum theories and a forward thinker of modern times: „A new scientific
truth does not triumph by convincing its opponents and making them see the light, but rather because
its opponents eventually die, and a new generation grows up that is familiar with it.“
In this meaning, I greatly encourage all parties involved in taking notice that the world, also in medicine,
is changing and expanding in a pace, that development should be embraced instead of defeated by
conservative denial. The devices using bio-feedback measurements, based on various procedures and
sampling (direct body contact, hair, liquid samples etc.) are intended to enhance the diagnostic findings
and therapeutical conclusions. In countless cases they have proven to give a lead in obtaining solutions
that the traditional grid has not been refined to or has not evolved to yet. Hence there is large demand
for these analysis tools to improve the health and daily lives of the nations of the world, and to facilitate
the diagnostics and therapies of the practitioners involved.

With great respect,

Dr Folker Meissner
President of the German Academy for
Energy Medicine and Bioenergetics

In 2012 Dr. Meissner became the Founding Chairman of the registered association GEP-Germany e.V
He has participated in the annual international sessions of the Global Energy Parliament in Germany,
France, UK, Switzerland and Spain, where he acted in the role of Speaker for Parliament.
Dr. Meissner is the acting Minister for Health of the International GEP and also chairs annual national
symposia of GEP Germany.
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